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INTRODUCTION
Great American Insurance Group recognizes that one of the major problems in
this country is substance abuse. Alcohol and drug use often lead to work-related
problems, such as:
> Increased occupational accidents and workers’ compensation claims
> Decreased productivity
> High absenteeism rates
> Low morale and disciplinary problems
> High turnover rates (leading to additional recruitment and training costs)
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COSTS YOU MONEY!
National statistics indicate that the workplace facilitates the distribution and use of
controlled substances. The following data is an abbreviated listing of significant facts
on substance abuse in the workplace.
> 14.8 million Americans are current illicit drug users.1
> Substance abuse costs American businesses $100 billion in lost productivity
each year.2
> Substance abusers incur twice the health care cost of the average employee.3
> Substance abusers are more likely to steal from their employers.4
> Substance abusers are absent from work three times more often than non-abusers.5
> Substance abusers are five times more likely to file a workers’ compensation claim.6
> 40% of industrial fatalities and 47% of industrial injuries can be linked to alcohol
consumption.7
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These factors, along with the estimates that one out of every ten full-time employees
uses drugs or abuses alcohol8 and that 76% of all illegal drug users are employed9, indicates a need to combat substance abuse in the workplace. Great American initiated the
Drug-Free Workplace Program because of our concern for our customers.
Great American was awarded the 1996 Business and Labor Recognition Award from
the U.S. Center for Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP). In addition to the CSAP award,
Great American received the 1994 National Association of Professional Insurance
Agents (PIA) “Company Award of Excellence” and the Maryland Governor’s Citation in
1993 for the Drug-Free Workplace Program.

For assistance in adopting this
award-winning program, call

1-800-523-3397
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COST BENEFIT WORKSHEET
Do you know how much substance abuse is costing your company?
The following worksheet is based on accepted national statistics on the prevalence
and problems associated with drugs in the workplace. These are not guarantees and
the information will vary by location, type of business and employee pool. Feel free to
make more conservative estimates that you feel are more appropriate. You may still be
amazed how much substance abuse costs your company.
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a Number of full-time employees

a

b Total wages & benefit costs (if unknown assume $40,000 per employee)

b

c Average wages & benefit costs per employee (b / a)

c

d 10% of workforce uses drugs or abuses alcohol (a x 10%)

d

e Abusers are 25% less productive (cost/abuser = c x d x 25%)*

e

f Without a Drug-Free Program, you miss out on a 5% workers’ comp

f

premium reduction from Great American.
Multiply your workers’ comp premium by 5% as an added cost.
g Without a Drug-Free Program, you miss out on a 5% commercial

g

automobile premium reduction from Great American.
Multiply your commercial automobile premium by 5% as an added cost.
h Bottom Line (e + f + g)

h

i Cost of testing** (average total cost of drug test is $47.50) Add:

Post-job offer (estimated turnover x a) x $47.50
Post-accident (average # of workers’ comp claims x $47.50)
Reasonable Cause (d x $47.50)
Random (a x 25% x $47.50)
j Savings (h – i)

i

j

* This may be conservative if you consider the absenteeism, theft, additional medical costs & accidents (automobile and workers’ comp) which result from employing substance abusers.
**Additional costs may occur if rehabilitation or an Employee Assistance Program is offered. The
cost of a drug test may be significantly lower (based on variable collection costs).

CAN YOUR COMPANY AFFORD NOT TO HAVE A DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE?
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OVERVIEW OF A DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE
A comprehensive substance abuse program is a serious undertaking, and therefore
needs to be approached carefully. The following is an overview of the four components
a company must consider to have a successful program.
1. Policy
To begin a Drug-Free Workplace Program, a company must adopt a written
policy, which includes:
> The reason for initiating drug testing
> Which employees are subject to testing
> When employees will be tested
> Sanctions applied in the event of a positive test result or refusal to give a
sample for testing
Refer to Appendix B* for a sample policy. To ensure fairness and legality, your
corporate attorney should review your policy prior to implementation.
* In order to incorporate the Department of Transportation (DOT) drug and alcohol testing requirements,
it is recommended that separate policies be used for DOT and non-DOT employees. The sample policy provided
is for non-DOT employees.

2. Education & Training
An Education & Training Session should be held when your substance abuse policy is
distributed. This training should encompass both supervisors and employees. Supervisor training should ensure that supervisors understand:
> The drug-free workplace policy
> Ways to recognize and deal with employees who have performance problems that
may be related to alcohol and other drugs. Refer to Appendix D.
> How to refer employees to available assistance. Refer to Appendix E.
Effective employee education programs provide employees with the information
needed to fully understand, cooperate with and benefit from their company’s drugfree workplace program. For Education & Training material, refer to Appendix G - U.S.
Department of Labor.
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3. Drug & Alcohol Testing
The most comprehensive and effective programs include:
> Post-Job Offer drug testing
> Post-Accident drug & alcohol training
> Random drug testing
> Reasonable Suspicion drug & alcohol testing
> Follow-Up/Return-to-Duty drug testing
Regardless of the types of tests performed, accuracy is essential. Therefore, a qualified
collection site and laboratory certified by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration (SAMHSA) should be used. A Medical Review Officer (MRO)
should review all positive laboratory test results. All results should be reported confidentially.

4. Employee Assistance Programs (EAP)
An EAP provides confidential assistance to employees with personal problems relating
to substance abuse, mental health and so on. An EAP provides employees the opportunity to gain help before their problem jeopardizes employment. Refer to Appendix G
for additional resources.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS
Below are details of how the above components fit together and are implemented at
your Company. To implement a Drug-Free Workplace Program, you must:
1. Gain commitment from senior management. Select someone to administer the program.
2. Contract with a local drug/alcohol testing provider. Refer to Appendix G for contacts.
3. Announce to employees that testing will begin. Refer to Appendix A for sample letter.
4. Prepare a substance abuse policy. Refer to Appendix B for a sample policy.
5. Have an attorney approve the company substance abuse policy and all proposed
communications with the employees.
6. Provide each employee with a copy of the substance abuse policy. Have employee sign
an acknowledgement form. Refer to Appendix C for a sample.
7. Conduct an education & training session.
8. Testing can begin.
9. Practice strict confidentiality when administering the program.
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PREMIUM REDUCTION PROGRAM
Due to the expected improvements in workers’ compensation and commercial automobile results and in order to offset the cost of drug testing, Great American is proud
to offer a premium discount (where legally allowed) on both workers’ compensation
and commercial auto coverages for the customers who implement a Drug-Free Workplace Program. The requirements for these premium reductions are as follows:
> A Written Substance Abuse Policy – A copy must be provided to Great American.
> A Drug Testing Program* – Summary-level lab results must be provided to
Great American quarterly.
> The Certification of Drug-Free Workplace Program – Must be completed and
returned to Great American. Refer to Appendix I.
Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Georgia and Tennessee customers must apply to their
state for certification. This certification must be renewed annually. Contact Great
American for an application or contact your local state office. Refer to Appendix H
for appropriate contact information.
> Customers regulated by the Department of Transportation (DOT) must also comply
with all DOT regulations. Refer to Appendix F.
* State laws may restrict your company’s drug testing program. Contact your legal counsel or Great American
for more information.

A company’s prior loss experience affects its current workers’ compensation premium
paid through “experience modification.” Because drug abusers are involved in a large
number of workers’ compensation claims, adoption of a Drug-Free Workplace Program may significantly reduce a company’s experience modifier over time, resulting in
reduced premiums. The effect may eventually exceed any initial premium reduction
Great American may offer as an incentive for implementing a Drug-Free Workplace
Program.
A company that is found not to be in compliance with the rules of the premium credit
filings shall have its credit revoked retroactive to the date the credit was received. The
employer will be subject to billing for additional premium and cancellation provisions
under the policy. If you have any questions regarding these premium credits contact
Great American.
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE LETTER TO ALL EMPLOYEES (on company letterhead)
Date:
To:

All Employees

From:

Company President

Re:

Drug-Free Workplace Program

It is the policy of (Company Name) to provide our employees and customers a safe
and productive workplace which is free of alcohol and drug abuse. The Company feels
strongly that alcohol and drug abuse in the workplace can undermine individual performance, the security of other employees, and the company’s business.
For these reasons, (Company Name) is implementing a Drug-Free Workplace Program,
effective (date), which will apply to all employees as well as applicants for employment
with the Company. Our policy formally states that the abuse of alcohol and/or the illegal use of drugs by any of our employees which on Company premises or on Company
business will not be tolerated.
You will soon receive a copy of (Company Name)’s policy which will thoroughly
explain the details of our Drug-Free Workplace Program. At that time you will also be
asked to review the policy and sign and return the policy acknowledgement form.
If you currently need help with an alcohol or drug program or if you have any questions about the Drug-Free Workplace Program, contact (Drug Program Coordinator).
Let’s work together to keep (Company Name) free of alcohol and drugs and continue it
as a safe place to work.

We recommend distributing a letter 30-60 days prior to drug testing your current
employees. Within the 30-60 days from the release of a letter and commencement
of testing, all employees should receive a copy of the Company’s Drug-Free Workplace Policy and sign a consent form.
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE POLICY
Purpose
(Company Name) values its employees and recognizes their need for a safe and healthy
work environment. Furthermore, employees abusing drugs and alcohol are less productive and are often a risk to the safety, security and productivity of our Company. The
establishment of a Drug-Free Workplace Policy is consistent with (Company Name)’s
desired culture and is in the best interest of (Company Name).
Policy
It is the policy of (Company Name) to maintain a workplace free from the use and
abuse of drugs and alcohol. Compliance with this policy is a condition of continued
employment. It supersedes any other Company policy or practice on this subject. At
any time, (Company Name) may unilaterally, at its discretion, amend, supplement,
modify or change any part of this policy. The policy does not represent an expressed or
implied contract, and it does not affect your status as an at-will employee. If you have
any questions about this policy, please direct them to (Drug Program Coordinator).
To maintain a Drug-Free Workplace, (Company Name) has established the following
policy effective (date) with regard to the use, possession and sale of drugs and alcohol.
Drug and alcohol testing practices will be adopted to identify employees or applicants
using drugs and/or alcohol.
Drug & Alcohol Prohibitions
“Illegal Drug” means: any drug (1) which is not legally obtainable, (2) which is legally
obtainable but has not been legally obtained, or (3) which is a controlled substance.
The term includes prescribed drugs not legally obtained and prescribed drugs not being
used for prescribed purposes.
1) Any employee involved in any of the following activities, whether or not on Company business, premises or property, is in violation of Company policy and subject to
disciplinary action:
a) Bringing illegal drugs and/or alcohol onto Company premises or property,
including Company owned or leased vehicles, or a (Company Name) customer’s
premises;
b) having possession of, being under the influence of, or having in one’s system
illegal drugs and/or alcohol; or
c) using, consuming, transforming, distributing or attempting to distribute, manufacturing or dispensing illegal drugs and/or alcohol.
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2) In addition, the Company strictly prohibits the abuse of alcohol or prescription
drugs. (See “Illegal Drugs previously mentioned).
3) Any employee refusing to cooperate with or submit to questioning, medical or
physical tests, or examinations, when requested or conducted by the Company or its
designee, is in violation of Company policy and subject to disciplinary action.
Drug & Alcohol Testing
(Company Name) asserts its legal right and prerogative to test any employee for drug
and/or alcohol abuse. Employees may be asked to submit to a medical examination
and/or submit to urine, saliva, breath and/or hair testing for drugs or alcohol. Any information obtained through such examinations may be retained by (Company Name)
and is the property of (Company Name).
In particular, (Company Name) reserves the right, in its discretion and within the limits
of federal and state laws, to examine and test for the presence of drugs and alcohol (as
stated above) in situations such as, but not limited to, the following:
1) Post-Job Offer
All offers of employment will be made subject to the results of a drug test. Applicants
will be required to voluntarily submit to a urinalysis test and sign a consent agreement
which will release (Company Name) from liability. The Company will not discriminate
against applicants for employment because of past drug abuse. It is the current abuse
of drugs which prevents employees from properly performing their jobs.
2) Post-Accident
An incident occurring while on Company business that results in injury (requiring
medical treatment) to an employee or others and/or damage to Company property
will require a drug and/or alcohol test.
Failure to report any accident which meets the post-accident testing criteria is in violation of Company policy and subject to disciplinary action. Employees testing positive
or refusing to submit to a drug and/or alcohol test, under certain state laws, may be
ineligible for workers’ compensation benefits.
3) Random
For the added safety and health of (Company Name) employees, as well as the direct impact on (Company Name)’s profitability, image and reputation as a drug-free
organization, all employees are subject to random, unannounced drug tests at any time
the Company deems necessary to ensure a Drug-Free Workplace. The rate of random
selection will be a percentage of the annual average employee base. Every employee has
an equal chance of being chosen every time a random selection is made.
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4) Reasonable Suspicion
Current employees may be asked to submit to a drug and/or alcohol test if cause exists
to indicate that their health or ability to perform work may be impaired. Although reasonable suspicion testing does not require certainty, mere “hunches” are not sufficient
to meet this standard. Therefore, a reasonable suspicion test will only be conducted
after careful consideration.
5) Return-to-Duty
An employee who has tested positive and has been removed from their job duties must
submit to and furnish a negative drug test prior to returning to their job duties.
6) Follow-Up
Any employee who has been removed voluntarily or otherwise from their job assignment due to drug or alcohol abuse must agree to be tested on a random and discretionary basis anytime for up to 24 months from the return to work.
Employee Assistance
A fundamental purpose of (Company)’s Drug-Free Workplace Program is to assist
employees and family members who suffer from drug or alcohol abuse. The Company
offers an Employee Assistance Program (EAP) for employees and their dependents. If
you need confidential help with a drug or alcohol problem, contact (Drug Program Coordinator). If eligible, you will be granted a medical leave of absence for rehabilitation. If
you are enrolled in a Company health plan, your health care benefits may pay a portion
of your rehabilitation costs. Any additional costs are the employee’s responsibility.
It is the employee’s responsibility to seek assistance before drug or alcohol abuse leads
to disciplinary action. The employee’s decision to seek prior assistance from the EAP
will not be used as the basis for disciplinary action. Contacting (the Drug Program
Coordinator) will not be a defense to avoid disciplinary action where the facts proving
a violation of this policy or giving rise to other disciplinary action are obtained outside
of this consultation.
Drug Testing Procedures
The drug test will be performed from urine specimens collected at a qualified collection
site. A Quantitative Enzyme Diagnostic (QED) saliva test will be performed at the company for all post-accident and reasonable-cause situations to determine alcohol levels.
If the QED reads positive, a breath-alcohol test will be performed at the collection site.
The collection site will take necessary steps to avoid any dilution or alteration of urine
specimens. This will be facilitated by having bluing agent in the commode, cutting off
all water access, and by using tamper resistant seals on all specimen bottles. However,
the test shall be conducted in a professional and sanitary manner with due regard for
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the individual’s privacy, dignity and confidentiality. Proper handling of the specimens
will be maintained so that the specimen results can be traced to the proper individual.
A secure, written Chain-of-Custody process will be implemented from the time of the
collection of the specimen until the specimen is disposed of or secured in frozen longterm storage.
The specimen will be analyzed by a SAMHSA-certified, professional laboratory for the
following controlled substances:
Amphetamines
Cannabinoids (marijuana)
Cocaine
Opiates
Phencyclidine (PCP)
All specimens will undergo an initial Enzyme Multiplied Immunoassay Technique
(EMIT) screening. Any positive result from this screen will be confirmed through a Gas
Chromatography with Mass Spectrometry (GC/MS) test. Any positive result from this
latter test will be reviewed by a Medical Review Officer (MRO) prior to the result being communicated to the company. This will ensure that positive results are not due
to prescription drugs or other factors which the MRO feels justifies the presence of
controlled substances.
Any employee who is tested will have the right, upon request, to see the results of
his/her test. Employees whose tests are confirmed positive by the GC/MS test and
verified positive by the MRO will be notified by their manager. The company’s workers’
compensation carrier will be notified of results from post-accident tests that may affect
compensability under (Company Name)’s insurance program.
Disciplinary Actions
The Company reserves the right to use disciplinary actions, up to and including
termination of employment, depending upon the seriousness of the violation, the
employee’s present job assignment, the employee’s record with the Company, and
other factors, including the impact of the violation upon the conduct of the Company
business. Any employee who refuses to submit to testing or attempts to adulterate a
specimen will be subject to disciplinary actions.
Consent
As a condition of continued employment, employees must sign the attached consent
form.
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE CONSENT FORM
I hereby acknowledge receipt of (Company Name)’s Drug-Free Workplace Policy
regarding drugs and alcohol. I have read and understand the Policy. I understand that
refusal to submit to any drug or alcohol test required by this policy or a positive test
result is grounds for disciplinary action up to and including termination. Furthermore,
I authorize the release of the test results to my employer, Medical Review Officer, and/
or, on post-accident tests, the company’s workers’ compensation carrier and understand that refusal to release these results is grounds for disciplinary action up to and
including termination. I understand that under certain state laws, if I test positive for
drugs or alcohol following an on-the-job accident or refuse to submit to a drug and/or
alcohol test as required by this policy, I may be ineligible for workers’ compensation
benefits.
I recognize that the Company’s policy on drugs and alcohol does not constitute an
expressed or implied contract of employment.
Employee Name
Social Security Number
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Employe Signature

Date

Witness Signature

Date

APPENDIX D
RECOGNIZING THE SYMPTOMS: What are the warning signs?
The supervisor does not need expert knowledge about substance abuse to intervene
positively when an employee’s work is affected. But it is essential to remain alert to
changes in work patterns and behavior and to be able to document signs of failing
performance.
The following symptoms are common among substance-abusing employees; however,
these signs do NOT necessarily indicate that an employee has a substance abuse problem.
1. Performance Deteriorates
> Inconsistent work quality and lowered productivity. Erratic work pace,
deteriorated concentration, signs of fatigue.
> Increased mistakes, carelessness, errors in judgement.
2. Poor Attendance and Absenteeism
> Absenteeism and lateness accelerate, particularly before and after weekends.
> Often the complaint of flu, stomach distress, sore throat, headache or other
vaguely defined illness.
> Early departures and extended lunch periods become more frequent.
Unexplained disappearances from the job occur more often.
3. Attitude and Physical Appearance Change
> Details are often neglected, assignments handled sloppily.
> Others are blamed for the individual’s own shortcomings.
> Colleagues and supervisors are often deliberately avoided.
> Personal appearance and ability to get along with others deteriorate.
> Colleagues may show signs of poor morale and reduced productivity, often
because of the time spent “covering up” for the substance abuser.
4. Health and Safety Hazards Increase
> A higher than average accident rate.
> Careless handling and maintenance of machinery and equipment.
> Taking needless risks to raise productivity following periods of low achievement.
> Disregard for safety of colleagues.
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5. Domestic Problems Emerge
> Complaints about problems in the home and with the family increase.
There is talk of separation, divorce or delinquent behavior in children.
> Financial problems occur with frequency.
It is impossible to note all the behavioral symptoms that may occur in this process
of deterioration or to define precisely their sequence and severity. They may appear
singly or in combination, and they may very well signify problems other than substance
abuse.
Clinical diagnosis is not the business of the supervisor. But when behavior changes
affect the individual’s work performance, the supervisor should be prepared to detect
change and do something about it. To ignore the situation or to cover it up can only
increase the cost to the business — in money and lives — and it can only speed up the
total deterioration of the abuser.
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APPENDIX E
WHEN AND HOW TO INTERVENE
The Principles of Intervention
1. Stick to the facts about duty and performance.
2. Have all the documents available; don’t rely on memory.
3. Explain all the consequences if performance expectations are not met.
4. Be supportive, honest, and above all, firm.
5. No one likes suggesting a friend or colleague has a problem. But the critical point to
remember is that the supervisor is not helping the individual abuser or the business
by neglecting the problem.
> When substance abuse begins to impair the performance of one’s on-the-job
function, the expertise and training of the supervisor come into play. The decision
to intervene should be based on deteriorating or unacceptable job performance.
> The key to successful confrontation is to stick to the facts as they affect work
performance and avoid emotional involvement. This is difficult but essential.
> Do not attempt to discuss drinking habits or other drug use with the user; you
are likely to emerge as the loser.
> Maintain control of the conversation and stick to what you know and can
document: instances of unacceptable behavior such as absenteeism, accidents,
mistakes, or failure to meet objectives and deadlines.
> Have the documentation in front of you so that you are sure of the facts and are
not likely to be dissuaded. Do not rely on your memory.
> Stay clear of discussing substance abuse specifically. This only shifts the focus to
the user’s area of expertise, and you risk losing control of the interview.
> The first interview should be relatively low key, in the tone of a job evaluation,
with the supervisor or executive pointing out the areas of deficiency and offering
to help in solving problems.
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> The individual will rarely admit that alcohol or some other substance abuse is at the
root of, or is contributing to, the problem. Unless there is strong supporting evidence
that drugs are involved, the supervisor should not overlook the possibility that drug
abuse may not be the major cause of the work deficiency.
> The individual, during the course of the discussion, should be made fully aware of the
organizational and departmental policies regarding treatment (i.e., if and at what
point treatment becomes mandatory), the consequences of failing to meet
objectives, and the consequences of violating regulations.
> In some cases, the threat to one’s job and career may be enough to motivate action.
> When the abuser finally agrees or is obliged to accept treatment, the supervisor
should make the appointment, offer encouragement, express optimism for the
outcome, and schedule follow-up interviews to discuss progress.
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APPENDIX F
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION REGULATIONS
The Federal Department of Transportation (DOT) now requires all employers with
DOT regulated drivers with Commercial Drivers Licenses (CDL) to begin testing their
drivers for both drugs and alcohol. Any organization that employs such drivers must
have a comprehensive drug and alcohol testing program. The following information
will assist your organization in determining if it is required to follow these regulations.
DOT Regulation on Drug and Alcohol Testing
Drug and alcohol testing must be conducted on any current and/or prospective driver
with a Commercial Drivers License (CDL) engaged in interstate or intrastate commerce
who may be required to operate a Commercial Motor Vehicle (CMV) that:
> has a gross vehicle weight rating of 26,001 or more pounds; or
> is designed to transport 16 or more passengers, including the driver; or
> transports hazardous material requiring a placard.
Effective January 1, 1996, all drivers who meet the CMV specifications above must be
included in your organization’s DOT drug and alcohol testing program.
Please note that the DOT considers the following functions to be driving related.
Therefore CDL employees performing these tasks are also subject to DOT drug and
alcohol testing regulations:
> loading or unloading any CMV;
> inspecting, servicing or conditioning any CMV;
> supervising or assisting in the above; or
> giving or receiving receipts for shipments of any CMV.
The DOT Drug and Alcohol Testing Program Requires the Following:
1. A Written Substance Abuse Policy
2. Training Materials for drivers regarding the drug and alcohol testing program
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3. Training of supervisors or any person designated to determine whether reasonable
suspicion exists. This one-time training requirement must include:
> 60 minutes of training on alcohol misuse; and,
> 60 minutes of training on drug use
4. Drug and Alcohol Testing on ALL DOT regulated employees:
> Post-Job Offer (drug testing only)
> Post-Accident
> Reasonable Suspicion
> Random (minimum of 50% of workforce annually for drugs, 10% for alcohol)
Customers may obtain copies of the DOT Regulations by calling the Department of
Transportation at 1-800-225-DRUG.
The above is only a summary of comprehensive DOT Regulations. For additional details, customers should reference 49
Code of Federal Regulations Part 40 and 49 Code of Federal Regulations Part 382.
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APPENDIX G
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
US Department of Labor, 1-866-4-USA-DOL
http://www.dol.gov/asp/programs/drugs/workingpartners/dfwpadvisor.asp
Provides information about coverage and requirements of the Drug-Free Workplace
Act of 1988.
US Department of Health and Human Services, 1-800-729-6686
http://www.health.org/
Provides alcohol and drug information including SAMHSA Certified Laboratories.
National Drug-Free Workplace Alliance
http://www.ndfwa.org
Provides technical assistance in creating and maintaining drug-free workplaces.
Drug Information, Treatment and Referral Hotline of the Center for Substance
Abuse Treatment (CSAT), 1-800-662-HELP
http://csat.samhsa.gov/index.html
This hotline provides free information, advice and local referrals for substance abuse
treatment nationwide.
Focus on Recovery National Helpline, 1-800-234-0420
This line provides recovering support and refers them to local helplines where they can
speak with other recovering addicts.
Employee Assistance Professionals Association, 703-522-6272
Can provide referrals to employee assistance professionals and information on EAPs
and substance abuse.
Narcotics Anonymous, 818-773-9999
An information and support group operating through local chapters to provide assistance to recovering substance abusers.
1 (800) ALCOHOL
A national hotline that provides information on alcohol and other drugs and referrals
to alcohol/drug rehabilitation and counseling services in the caller’s area.
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APPENDIX H
DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE PROGRAM CERTIFICATION
To receive a copy of Great American Insurance’s Drug-Free Workplace premium credit
certification form, call us toll-free using the number listed on page 3 of this guide. Rules,
guidelines and application forms regarding participation and certification in these state
specific programs can be obtained by calling or writing to:
ALABAMA
Alabama Department of Industrial Relations Workers’ Compensation Division
Attn: Drug-Free Workplace Program
649 Monroe Street
Montgomery, AL 36131
1-800-528-5166
(334) 353-0990
(334) 353-8262 fax
http://dir.alabama.gov/wc/drugfree.aspx
ARIZONA
Industrial Commission of Arizona, Claims Division
Attn: Admin. Section
P.O. Box 19070
Phoenix, AZ 85007
(602) 542-4661
http://www.ica.state.az.us/Divisions/WorkersComp/claimstop.htm
ARKANSAS
Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission
Attn: Voluntary Drug-Free Workplace Program
P.O. Box 950
Little Rock, AR 72203-0950
1-800-622-4472
http://www.awcc.state.ar.us/drugfree.html
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GEORGIA
Georgia State Board of Workers’ Compensation
Attn: Drug-Free Workplace Program
270 Peachtree Street, N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30303-1299
(404) 656-2048
http://sbwc.georgia.gov/00/channel_modifieddate/0,2096,11394008_
37975025,00.html
TENNESSEE
Tennessee Department of Labor Division of Workers’ Compensation
Attn: Drug-Free Workplace Program
710 James Robertson Parkway
Nashville, TN 37243-0661
1-800-332-2667
http://www.state.tn.us/labor-wfd/dfwp.html
For the following states, Great American Insurance certifies your Drug-Free Workplace
Program. However, you are required to complete the state-issued certification form.
You can request the state form from Great American Insurance’s Drug-Free Workplace
team or by calling the state offices listed below:
FLORIDA
850-413-1601
SOUTH CAROLINA
803-737-2060
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APPENDIX I
GREAT AMERICAN DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE CERTIFICATION

CERTIFICATION OF DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE PROGRAM

SAMPLE
Name of Employer: ____________________________________
Address:
Contact Person: _______________________________________
Date Premium Credit Received: __________________________

Insurance Policy Number: ______________________
Phone Number: ______________________________
Date Drug Testing Began: ______________________

Testing:
Use the following options for all tests that apply => A=All Employees, S=Safety Sensitive,
D=DOT Only, V=Named Drivers, N=None
The following types of drug tests are conducted and apply to:
____
____
____

Post-Job Offer (Pre-Employment)
Reasonable Suspicion
Return to Duty

___
___
___

Post-Accident
Random ____% test on a random basis
Other ___________________________

Notice Given To Employees: (Check all that apply)
____ Each employee was given a copy of the companyʼs Drug-Free Workplace policy
____ (Please attach copy of the companyʼs Drug-Free Workplace policy)
____ Notice was given to job applicants prior to testing
____ Each employee was given general advance notice of commencement of drug-testing

Education:
____ Employee Assistance Programs
____ Education seminar for employees

Laboratory and MRO:
Name of Medical Review Ofﬁcer: ______________________________________________________________________
Name of SAMHSA-certiﬁed laboratory: _________________________________________________________________
Address of laboratory:________________________________________________________________________________

Ofﬁcer/Owner Name

Ofﬁcer/Owner Signature

Date

THE ABOVE SIGNED CERTIFIES THAT THIS INFORMATION IS A TRUE AND
FACTUAL DEPICTION OF THEIR CURRENT DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE PROGRAM
AND AGREES TO ABIDE BY THE ATTACHED RULES AND THE TERMS OF THEIR
WRITTEN DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE POLICY WHICH IS ATTACHED

Notary Publicʼs Signature
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DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE PREMIUM CREDIT PROGRAM
Congratulations for creating a drug-free workplace for your employees. Because of your initiative, Great
American® is awarding you a premium credit. The requirements for the receipt and maintenance of this credit
are as follows:

SAMPLE

Written Substance Abuse Policy
• All employees must be given and Great American® must be provided with a written policy statement
notifying them of the details of the program, including the consequences of testing positive for controlled
substances. Advance notice must be given to current employees prior to initiating drug testing to explain
the effects of drugs, available employee assistance programs, and the company policy.
Drug Testing
• Post-Job Offer: An employer must require job applicants to submit to a drug test and may use a refusal to
submit to a drug test or a positive conﬁrmed drug test as a basis for refusing to hire the job applicant. A notice should be posted or provided to each applicant that a negative drug test is required for employment. A
“job applicant” is deﬁned as a person who has applied for a position with an employer and has been offered
employment contingent upon successfully passing a drug test.
•

Reasonable Cause: An employer must require an employee to submit to a drug test based on a reasonable
suspicion that the employee is under the inﬂuence of alcohol or drugs. When testing is conducted based on
reasonable suspicion, the employer must promptly detail in writing the circumstances that formed the basis
of the determination that reasonable suspicion existed to warrant the testing. A copy of this documentation
must be given to the employee upon request and the original kept conﬁdential by the employer and retained
for at least one year.

•

Post-Accident: An employer must require an employee to submit to a drug test within 32 hours of all onthe-job accidents which require outside medical attention. The employer will supply Great
American® with the test results of the employees ﬁling workersʼ compensation claims.

•

Random: An employer must require all employees eligible to be tested under state law to partake in random urinalysis drug testing. A minimum of 25% of the total number of employees will be tested each
year. A proportional number of employees should be selected via an appropriate random selection process
monthly, quarterly or semi-annually.

•

Return to Duty: If, in the course of employment, a worker enters an employee assistance or rehabilitation
program for drug- or alcohol-related problems, the employer must require the employee to submit to a drug
test as a follow-up to the program for up to two years thereafter.

The Drug-Free Workplace Program does not obligate the employer to provide an employee assistance program
to workers with substance-abuse problems.
Collection Process
• Specimens must be collected with due regard to privacy of the individual and in a manner reasonably calculated to prevent substitution or contamination of the specimens.
•

Specimen collection must be documented with specimen containers labeled to reasonably preclude likelihood of erroneous identification of test results. In addition, a form on which the employees or job applicants can provide any information they consider relevant to the test must be provided.

F.41049G (06/02)
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Laboratory Analysis
• Each initial and confirmation test conducted (excluding the taking or collection of a specimen to be tested)
must be conducted by a laboratory licensed and approved by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). The confirmation test must be performed using gas chromatography and
mass spectrometry methodology, or methodology that is determined to be as or more reliable.

SAMPLE

Medical Review Officer
• Within five working days after receiving notice of a confirmed positive test result, the employee or job
applicant may submit information to the designated Medical Review Officer (MRO) explaining or contesting the test results. All results and documentation must be kept confidential by the MRO and employer and
retained for at least one year.
Retesting
• Within 180 days after receiving notification of a positive test result, an employee or job applicant can ask
to have a portion of the specimen retested at another SAMHSA-certified laboratory. The second laboratory must test the specimen at the same or greater sensitivity for the drug in question. The first laboratory
is responsible for transferring a portion of the original specimen for the re-test and for the integrity of the
chain-of-custody during the transfer.
Confidentiality
• Great American®, employers, laboratories, employee assistance programs, drug and alcohol rehabilitation
programs and their agents who receive or have access to information concerning drug test results must keep
all information confidential.
Compensability
• Great American® will receive information relevant to the compensability of a workers’ compensation claim.
Employees testing positive or refusing to submit to a drug or alcohol test following an on-the-job accident,
under certain state laws, may forfeit their eligibility for medical and/or indemnity benefits. In the absence
of a drug-free workplace program, this presumption may be rebutted by clear and convincing evidence that
intoxication or influence of the drug did not contribute to the injury.
If you have received the premium credit on the oral commitment that you will implement a drug-free workplace
program, you must establish a written policy and begin drug testing within 60 days. To ensure compliance with
the rules listed above, a copy of your written substance-abuse policy and quarterly summary statistics detailing
the number of tests conducted, the types of tests conducted and the number of positive drug test must be provided to Great American® at the address below. A company that is found to not be in compliance with the rules
shall have its credit revoked retroactive to the date the credit was received. The employer will be subject to billing for additional premium and cancellation provisions under the policy.
DFWP Coordinator
Great American Insurance Group
49 East 4th Street, Suite 400 South
Cincinnati, OH 45202
1-800-523-DFWP (3397)
Good luck with your program. Your questions, comments, and suggestions are always welcome at the above
toll-free number.
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SUMMARY
Substance abuse in the workplace is costing American businesses billions of dollars
annually. Instituting a Drug-Free Workplace Program can minimize the effects of
substance abuse in your organization. Companies which have started such programs
have realized:
> Decreased workers’ compensation claims
> Decreased absenteeism
> Increased productivity
> Lower medical and benefit costs
> Better morale among their workers
Great American can help get you started. A sample substance abuse policy has been
created, collection sites and EAP referrals established, and training material assembled.
All this will help make implementing a Drug-Free Workplace Program simple and costeffective. Together we will work to make this program a success in your workplace.

For assistance in adopting this
award-winning program, call

1-800-523-3397
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This product may not be available in every state.

The coverages described in this brochure are summarized and subject to the terms, conditions and exclusions
printed in the policy. Refer to the policy form for specifics on coverages and limits. Also, all coverages are subject
to state law, which may vary materially from stated information.

The loss prevention information and advice presented in this brochure are intended only to advise our customers and their managers of a variety of methods and strategies based on generally accepted safe practices, for
controlling potentially loss producing situations commonly occurring in business premises and/or operations.
They are not intended to warrant that all potential hazards or conditions have been evaluated or can be controlled. They are not intended as an offer to write insurance coverage for such conditions or exposure, or to imply that Great American Insurance Company, Great American Assurance Company, Great American Insurance
Company of New York and Great American Alliance Insurance Company will write such coverage. The liability
of Great American Insurance Company, Great American Assurance Company, Great American Insurance Company of New York and Great American Alliance Insurance Company is limited to the specific terms, limits and
conditions of the insurance policies issued.

Policies for this program are underwritten by Great American Insurance Company, Great American Assurance
Company, Great American Insurance Company of New York and Great American Alliance Insurance Company.
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